Clear Creek Elementary
NTI (Non-Traditional Instruction) SnoGo Day
SnoGo Day 3
Grade Level: 4 Legacy
Student Name:
Directions: Please complete either a digital or paper assignment for each area in
reading, math, writing, science, and social studies.
SELECT ONE
Reading
(_30_ minutes/units)
Reading Learning

Focus Standard(s)
Math
(_30_ minutes/lessons)

DIGITAL

PAPER

Lexia

Read with an adult or independently
for _30_ minutes

Read “How Do Animals Hide in Plain
Sight?” and answer the
comprehension questions on the
back.

Read “How Do Animals Hide in Plain
Sight?” and answer the
comprehension questions on the
back.

●

RI.4.1 Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says
explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.

Dreambox

●

Practice multiplication facts through
10’s tables

●

Fraction word problems (front
and back of worksheet) Students
will solve using drawing or area
model and showing the
mathematical equation to go
along with work. (paper is in
sno-go packet)

Math Learning

●

Fraction word problems (front
and back of worksheet)
Students will solve using
drawing or area model and
showing the mathematical
equation to go along with work.
(paper is in sno-go packet)

Focus Standard(s)

●
●

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.4.NF.B.3.B
Decompose a fraction into a sum of fractions with the same denominator in
more than one way, recording each decomposition by an equation. Justify
decompositions, e.g., by using a visual fraction model. Examples: 3/8 = 1/8 +
1/8 + 1/8 ; 3/8 = 1/8 + 2/8 ; 2 1/8 = 1 + 1 + 1/8 = 8/8 + 8/8 + 1/8.

Writing Learning
(_30_ minutes)

Focus Standard(s)

Paragraphs and Punctuation paper:
Rewrite the paragraph correctly
correcting the capitalization and
punctuation where needed.
●

Paragraphs and Punctuation paper:
Rewrite the paragraph correctly
correcting the capitalization and
punctuation where needed.

L.4.1 and L.4.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English
grammar and usage when writing or speaking. Demonstrate command of
the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling
when writing.

Please sign here when all activities are
complete and return to school.

Parent Signature: ________________________________
Date: ________________________________

Science Learning

Read the “Solar Absorbers and the
Future of Electricity” article and answer
the 10 questions in the packet.

Focus Standard(s)
Social Studies Learning
Focus Standard(s)

●

4-PS3-4. Apply scientific ideas to design, test, and refine a device that
converts energy from one form to another

Kentucky Collage paper: make
sure you follow instructions
●

Read the “Solar Absorbers and the Future
of Electricity” article and answer the 10
questions in the packet.

Kentucky Collage paper: make sure
you follow instructions

5.HT.12

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:
9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Clear Creek’s Office Number: 502-633-3452
TEACHER

EMAIL

Angie Castelli

angela.castelli@shelby.kyschools.us

Susan Watts

susan.watts@shelby.kyschools.us

Lori Shephard

lori.shephard@shelby.kyschools.us

Parthanna Willis

parthanna.willis@shelby.kyschools.us

Christie Sponel

christie.sponel@shelby.kyschools.us

Please sign here when all activities are
complete and return to school.

Parent Signature: ________________________________
Date: ________________________________

